Abstract. A fundamental result of free probability theory due to Voiculescu and subsequently refined by many authors states that conjugation by independent Haar-distributed random unitary matrices delivers asymptotic freeness. In this paper we exhibit many other systems of random unitary matrices that, when used for conjugation, lead to freeness. We do so by first proving a general result asserting "asymptotic liberation" under quite mild conditions, and then we explain how to specialize these general results in a striking way by exploiting Hadamard matrices. In particular, we recover and generalize results of the second-named author concerning the limiting distribution of singular values of a randomly chosen submatrix of a discrete Fourier transform matrix.
Introduction
Of the results of Voiculescu [21, 22] providing the foundations for free probability theory, arguably the simplest and most familiar is the following. Let A (N ) and B (N ) be deterministic N -by-N hermitian matrices with singular values bounded independently of N and having empirical distributions of eigenvalues tending in moments to limits µ A and µ B , respectively. Let U (N ) be an N -by-N Haar-distributed random unitary matrix. Then the empirical distribution of eigenvalues of the sum A (N ) + U (N ) B (N ) U (N ) * tends in moments to the free additive convolution µ A µ B . The question addressed here, very roughly speaking, is this: how much less random can we make U (N ) and still get free additive convolution in the limit? More generally, we ask: what sorts of random unitary matrices U (N ) make A N and U (N ) B (N ) U (N ) * asymptotically free? That the randomness could be reduced a long way was suggested to us by the main result of [12] concerning the limiting distribution of singular values of a randomly chosen submatrix of a discrete Fourier transform matrix. When the latter result was discovered it seemed related to free probability theory only by coincidence; here (see Corollary 3.6 below) we show that the result can be well-understood as a special case of a much more general phenomenon in free probability.
In a bit more detail, our explanation of the results of [12] is based on the following novel construction of asymptotically free noncommutative random variables which emerges as a byproduct of our general theory. (See Corollary 3.4 below.) Let X and Y be bounded (classical) real random variables. Let X (N ) and Y (N ) be independent N -by-N diagonal matrices with diagonal entries that are i.i.d. copies of X and Y , respectively. Let H (N ) be an N -by-N deterministic (!) complex Hadamard matrix. Then X (N ) and 1 N H (N ) Y (N ) H (N ) * are asymptotically free. It is especially striking here that no "extra" randomness has been added to achieve asymptotic freeness.
The notion of asymptotic freeness of Haar-distributed unitaries and other types of random or deterministic matrices has been extensively developed by many authors and in many directions. We just mention the papers [6] , [7] and [15] as particularly important influences on our work. The reader may consult, say, [1, Chap. 5] , [14] or [21] for background and further references.
To the extent we make progress in this paper we do so by side-stepping issues of asymptotic freeness almost entirely. Instead we focus on the notion of asymptotic liberation (see §2.2) which is far easier to define and manipulate than asymptotic freeness. We mention in passing that the operator-theoretic paper [8] helped to push us toward a point of view emphasizing operators conjugation by which create freeness, and in particular we learned the term "liberation" from that source.
Another influence on the paper comes from applied mathematics, specifically the analysis of high-dimensional data. See for example the paper [19] , which in the applied setting makes use of Hadamard matrices randomized both through random choice of block and randomization of signs through multiplication by diagonal matrices with i.i.d. diagonal entries of ±1. We use a similar randomization to create arbitrarily large asymptotically liberating families from a single deterministic Hadamard matrix. (See Corollary 3.2 below.)
The paper [13] considers problems at least superficially similar to those considered here, the simplest of which also have the form A (N ) + U (N ) * B (N ) U (N ) , but the focus is not on finding special distributions for U (N ) to create freeness; rather, with U (N ) a uniformly distributed permutation matrix, the goal is to calculate the limit under various hypotheses on A (N ) and B (N ) , using the theoretical framework of traffics it is ultimately the purpose of [13] to introduce. The problems considered typically fall outside the domain of free probability theory proper. A point of view encompassing both that of [13] and of this paper would be very interesting to have.
Here then is a brief outline of the paper. In §2 we introduce the notion of asymptotic liberation, we state a technical result (see Proposition 2.6 below) spelling out the relationship between asymptotic liberation and asymptotic freeness, and finally we state our main result (see Theorem 2.8 below). In §3 we work out a number of corollaries to the main result. In §4 we reduce the proof of Theorem 2.8 to a combinatorial statement (see Theorem 4.2 below). In §5 we complete the proof of Theorem 2.8 by proving Theorem 4.2. In the proof of the latter the references [23, Lemma 3.4] and [24] have an important role. In §6 we supply a brief review of the relevant notions of free probability and a proof of Proposition 2.6. In §7 we prove a concentration result along the lines of that obtained in [3] based not on concentration for Haar measure but rather on concentration for the group of signed permutation matrices. Finally, in §8 we make concluding remarks and mention several more important references the relevance of which is easier to explain after the main work of the paper has been carried out.
2. Formulation of the main result 2.1. Matrix notation. Let Mat N (resp., Mat k× ) denote the space of N -by-N (resp., k-by-) matrices with complex entries. We invariably denote the entry of a matrix A in the i th row and j th column by A(i, j). For A ∈ Mat k× , let A * ∈ Mat ×k denote the transpose conjugate of A and let [[A] ] denote the largest singular value of A. Let I N ∈ Mat N denote the N -by-N identity matrix.
2.2. Asymptotically liberating sequences. Let I be a finite index set. For each positive integer N and index i ∈ I suppose one is given a random unitary matrix U (N ) i ∈ Mat N defined on a probability space depending only on N . We say that the sequence of families
is asymptotically liberating if for i 1 , . . . , i ∈ I satisfying
there exists a constant c(i 1 , . . . , i ) such that
for all positive integers N and constant matrices A 1 , . . . , A ∈ Mat N each of trace zero. We emphasize that c(i 1 , . . . , i ) is independent of N and A 1 , . . . , A , but may depend on i 1 , . . . , i (and thus, since I is finite, can be chosen to depend on alone).
The interest of the notion of asymptotic liberation stems from its close relationship with the concept of asymptotic freeness. We will describe the relationship precisely in Proposition 2.6 below.
Since readers familiar with free probability might find the condition i = i 1 appearing on line (1) jarring, we hasten to make the following simple observation.
be asymptotically liberating.
Then for i 1 , . . . , i ∈ I satisfying
there exists a constant c(i 1 , . . . , i ) satisfying (2) for all positive integers N and matrices A 1 , . . . , A ∈ Mat N each of trace zero.
Proof. For any i 1 , . . . , i ∈ I and A 1 , . . . , A ∈ Mat N we temporarily write
. Now suppose that i 1 , . . . , i ∈ I satisfy (3) and A 1 , . . . , A are each of trace zero. To prove existence of c(i 1 , . . . , i ) we may assume that ≥ 3 and i = i 1 because otherwise there is nothing to prove. We then have a relation
Thus we can take, say,
. . , i −1 ), * AND BRENDAN FARRELL † by induction on .
Remark on constants.
In this paper we always use c, C or K (perhaps adorned with subscripts or function arguments) to denote constants in estimates.
The numerical values of these constants vary from context to context. When we need to recall some particular constant we will take care to reference the line on which it was introduced.
2.5. The relationship between asymptotic freeness and asymptotically liberating sequences. (See §6.1 below for a brief review of relevant notions from noncommutative and free probability theory. Terms not otherwise defined here are recalled there. We work in a setup fairly close to that of [1, Chap. 5] .) Let I be a finite index set. For each i ∈ I, let J i be a further finite index set. Suppose that for each positive integer N and index i ∈ I one is given a family T (N ) ij j∈Ji of deterministic matrices in Mat N such that
and on a probability space depending only on N a random unitary matrix U (N ) i ∈ Mat N . For a C-valued random variable Z, let Z ∞ denote the essential supremum of |Z|. Let A (N ) denote the algebra of N -by-N random matrices A which are defined on the probability space where the family {U
} i∈I is defined and satisfy
We equip A (N ) with the state
Then we may speak for each i ∈ I of the joint law
viewed as a family of noncommutative random variables and of the joint law
viewed as a triangular array of noncommutative random variables. We make the following assumptions.
For each i ∈ I, the limit τ i = lim
The sequence of families U
is asymptotically liberating.
The following technical result explains the relationship between asymptotic liberation and asymptotic freeness, thus setting the stage for our main result. Proposition 2.6. Notation and assumptions are as described above. Then the limit µ = lim N →∞ µ (N ) in moments exists and is tracial. Furthermore, with respect to µ, the rows of the triangular array {{X ij } j∈Ji } i∈I } are free of each other, and for each i ∈ I the joint law of the row {X ij } j∈Ji is τ i .
We give the straightforward proof of the proposition in §6 below.
2.7. Further notation and terminology. A matrix W ∈ Mat N with entries W (i, j) = i δ i,σ(j) for some signs 1 , . . . , N ∈ {±1} and a permutation σ ∈ S N will be called a signed permutation matrix. For a C-valued random variable Z let
For random vectors X and Y we write
Here is the main result of the paper. ∈ Mat N defined on a probability space depending only on N .
to abbreviate notation. Make the following assumptions.
For each positive integer N and deterministic signed permutation
For each positive integer , one has (8)
Then the sequence of families U
We will derive Theorem 2.8 from a combinatorial estimate having nothing a priori to do with free probability, namely Theorem 4.2 below.
2.9.
Remarks and notes on the theorem.
2.9.1. No claim is made that Theorem 2.8 exhausts the class of asymptotically liberating sequences. It remains to find other useful general classes of examples. In particular it should be possible to use many other groups besides the group of signed permutation matrices in formulating variants of hypothesis (7) . The group of signed permutation matrices was emphasized here because of its convenience for applications.
2.9.2. In hypothesis (7) we merely require the law of the random vector is independent, then
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.8, as is easy to check.
Indeed, hypothesis (7) holds by definition of Haar measure and hypothesis (8) holds because each entry of a Haar-distributed N -by-N unitary (resp., orthogonal) random matrix is approximately a centered complex (resp., real) normal random variable of variance 1/N . Via Proposition 2.6 one then can recover relatively easily results of the type pioneered by Voiculescu [22] of which the simplest and most familiar is that under suitable hypotheses, say, A (N ) and B (N ) are deterministic N -by-N hermitian matrices which are [[·]]-bounded in N and have empirical distributions of eigenvalues tending in moments to limits µ A and µ B , respectively, the empirical distribution of eigenvalues of
* tends in moments to the free additive convolution µ A µ B .
Application to free convolution of classical random variables
We now specialize Theorem 2.8 so as to recover and generalize results of [12] .
3.1. Hadamard matrices. We pause to review a special class of matrices. One says that H ∈ Mat N is a Hadamard matrix (resp., complex Hadamard matrix) if
is orthogonal (resp., unitary) and |H(i, j)| = 1 for i, j = 1, . . . , N . The k-fold Kronecker product
is the simplest example of a Hadamard matrix when N is a power of 2. More generally, the discrete Fourier transform matrix DFT (N ) ∈ Mat N with entries
is an N -by-N complex Hadamard matrix divided by √ N . We now have the following specialization of Theorem 2.8, the proof of which relies on the Khinchin inequality.
Corollary 3.2. Let I be a finite index set. For each positive integer N , let H (N ) ∈ Mat N be a deterministic Hadamard matrix, let W (N ) ∈ Mat N be a uniformly distributed random signed permutation matrix and let {D (N ) i } i∈I be an i.i.d. family of uniformly distributed random N -by-N diagonal signed permutation matrices independent of W (N ) . Then
is an asymptotically liberating sequence of families of random unitary matrices.
Proof. LetĨ ⊃ I be a set such thatĨ \ I consists of two elements, say a and
is asymptotically liberating. In any case, it clearly satisfies hypothesis (7) of Theorem 2.8. Thus we have only to check hypothesis (8) .
To that end, arbitrarily fix positive integers and N , indices α, β ∈ {1, . . . , N } and distinct indices i, i ∈Ĩ. As in Theorem 2.8, put U
. Our task is to bound the quantity
ii (α, β) independently of N , α, β, i and i . (However, the bound may depend on .) Now if a ∈ {i, i }, then there is nothing to prove, because the bound is obviously 1. Thus we may assume that i, i ∈ I ∪ {b}. Then the quantity to be bounded can be written
Note that the diagonal entries of the diagonal matrix D
. Now the Khinchin inequality (see, e.g., [5] for a textbook treatment) says that for constants a 1 , . . . , a N ∈ C, i.i.d. random variables 1 , . . . , N uniformly distributed in {±1} and p ∈ [1, ∞), one has
where the constant K p depends only on p, NOT on N or a 1 , . . . , a N . Clearly, the Khinchin constant K bounds the quantity (12).
Question. Could the random Hadamard matrices
in sufficiently general position with respect to each other so as still to get asymptotic liberation? More generally we wonder to what extent randomness could be reduced in the construction described by Corollary 3.2.
Proposition 2.6 and Corollary 3.2 together allow us to perform the additive and multiplicative convolution of a pair of classical random variables without introducing any extra randomness. While we state the result for two random variables, with the evident modifications it holds for any finite number of random variables.
Corollary 3.4. Let X and Y be bounded real random variables with distributions ν X and ν Y , respectively. Let
be independent sequences of N -by-N diagonal matrices with independent copies of X and Y , respectively, on the diagonal. Let A (N ) be the algebra of random N -by-N matrices with essentially bounded complex entries defined on the same probability space as X (N ) and Y (N ) , and define the state
and the law of
where and denote, respectively, additive and multiplicative free convolution. * AND BRENDAN FARRELL † Proof. Let W (N ) be a uniformly distributed random N -by-N signed permutation matrix independent of X (N ) and Y (N ) . It is easy to see that the joint law
equals the joint law of the pair
To prove the corollary we will focus attention on the latter pair.
be an independent family of random variables such thatX i (resp., Y i ) has the same law as X (resp., Y ) for all i. Since we are only proving a result about moments, we may assume without loss of generality that X (N ) (resp.,
) is the N -by-N diagonal matrix with diagonal entries X 1 , . . . , X N (resp., Y 1 , . . . , Y N ). Then by the strong law of large numbers we have (14) lim
for every positive integer k. We of course also have
. By Corollary 3.2 the following holds.
noting that trivially
. . , i ∈ {1, 2} and positive integers N we define a random variable
satisfying the bound (17) |θ
for positive integers N and i 1 , . . . , i ∈ {1, 2}. Now by (14) , (15) and (16) the hypotheses (4), (5) and (6) of Proposition 2.6 are satisfied almost surely. Thus almost surely the rule
i1···i for finite sequences i 1 , . . . , i ∈ {1, 2} specifies the joint moments of a state µ with respect to which X and Y are free and which has the laws of the given random variables X and Y as its marginals.
Furthermore and crucially, since µ is uniquely determined by its marginals, in fact µ is deterministic. Finally, by (17) and (18) 
where λ 1 (H), . . . , λ N (H) denote the eigenvalues of H. Then the expected empirical distribution function of P α P β P α converges in moments to the distribution with density given in (20) below (see Section 3.6 of [21] ). Corollary 3.6 below shows that the same behavior occurs when the subspaces are the spans of appropriate random sets of standard basis vectors and columns of the discrete Fourier transform matrix DFT (N ) . When the first result of this form was presented in [12] , the observed behavior could not be immediately explained: the random matrix model behaved as if the component matrices were asymptotically free, yet they were not thought to be so. Theorem 2.8 explains this phenomenon and allows the general statement below.
We next explain in more detail the setup involving the discrete Fourier transform matrix DFT (N ) described in (10) above. Let R 1 , R 2 ∈ Mat N be two coordinate projection matrices, i.e. diagonal matrices with all diagonal entries equal to 0 or 1. Then R 2 DFT (N ) R 1 is the matrix that first projects onto a set of indices, performs the Fourier transform, and then projects onto another set of indices in the Fourier domain. In turn, DFT (N ) * R 2 DFT (N ) R 1 is the composition of the projection onto the span of a set of standard basis vectors followed by the projection onto the span of a set of columns of the discrete Fourier transform matrix. To make this operator self-adjoint, we compose is with its adjoint. Thus, the eigenvalues of
(equivalently: squares of the singular values of R 2 DFT (N ) R 1 ) describe the relationship between a subspace spanned by standard basis vectors and a subspace spanned by Fourier vectors. These considerations and the trivial observation that √ N DFT (N ) belongs to the class of complex Hadamard matrices motivate the following result.
be a sequence of N -by-N complex Hadamard matrices. Define independent random variables X and Y by X = 1 with probability α 0 with probability 1 − α and Y = 1 with probability β 0 with probability 1 − β.
In turn, define X (N ) and Y (N ) as in Corollary 3.2. Then the expected empirical distribution function of
converges in moments to the distribution with density
where I [λ−,λ+] denotes the indicator function on [λ − , λ + ] and
In particular, we may take
in the above statement, thus recovering the main result of [12] .
Proof. By applying Corollary 3.2, we only need to determine µ X µ Y . This is the standard example of multiplicative free convolution and can be found in Section 3.6 of [21] . The resulting distribution function has the density claimed.
3.7.
Remark. In all the corollaries mentioned above it is not really necessary to have matrices H (N ) which satisfy the definition of a complex Hadamard matrix exactly. We stuck to that case only to make all the statements above simple. The reader can easily verify that in all the corollaries it suffices merely, say, to have We have the following estimate implying Theorem 2.8. This is the main technical result underpinning the whole paper. Theorem 4.2. Fix , N ∈ N. Let F : N 2 → C be a function of χχ-class. Let A 1 , . . . , A ∈ Mat N be matrices each of trace zero and put
Then we have
for a constant C > 0 depending only on , NOT on N , A 1 , . . . , A or F . 
In turn, define a (deterministic) function F (N ) : N 2 → C by the formula
Arbitrarily fix matrices A 1 , . . . , A ∈ Mat N of trace zero. We have to show that (22) i∈ N 2
where c(α 1 , . . . , α ) is independent of N and A 1 , . . . , A . By hypothesis (7), for each i = (i 1 , . . . , i 2 ) ∈ N 2 , we have
. . , N ∈ {±1} and (23)
Formula (23) implies that F is of χ-class and in turn formula (24) implies that F is of χχ-class. By hypothesis (8) and the Hölder inequality we have
The bound (22) [17] and recommend it as an introduction to the circle of combinatorial ideas being exploited here. (But we do not follow the notation of [17] very closely.) We also remark that while set partitions (especially noncrossing ones) have a large role to play in the combinatorial side of free probability theory, our use here of set partitions seems to be in a different spirit.
5.1.1. Basic definitions. Let ∈ N be given. A partition of is a family Π of subsets of such that ∅ ∈ Π, Π = and for all B 1 , B 2 ∈ Π, if B 1 ∩ B 2 = ∅, then B 1 = B 2 . Members of a partition are called its blocks. We denote the family of partitions of by Part( ). Given an -tuple i = (i 1 , . . . , i ) ∈ N , let
which we call the set partition generated by the -tuple i. For example, we have Π(1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 4) = {{1}, {2, 5, 6, 7}, {3, 4}, {8}} ∈ Part(8).
Given Π 1 , Π 2 ∈ Part( ) we write Π 1 ≤ Π 2 and we say that Π 1 refines Π 2 if for every
(In other words, Π 2 arises from Π 1 by coalescing some blocks of the latter.) In this way Part( ) becomes a partially ordered set. Let 0 = {{λ} | λ ∈ } ∈ Part( ), which is the minimal set partition (the one with the greatest number of blocks).
5.1.2.
The sum-product formula. Fix , N ∈ N. Let f 1 , . . . , f : N → C be functions. Write
Then one has
This is trivial but deserves emphasis. 5.2. Set partitions and the structure of functions of χ-and χχ-classes.
Special classes of set partitions. For
In other words, (i) Part χ ( ) consists of partitions of lacking singleton blocks and (ii) Part χχ (2 ) consists of partitions of 2 lacking singleton blocks and also lacking certain special doubleton blocks, namely {1, 2},. . . ,{2 − 1, 2 }. 
5.2.3.
Clump-equivalence. We introduce some ad hoc and admittedly very ugly terminology. Fix , N ∈ N. Given Π ∈ Part(2 ), let
Given i = (i 1 , . . . , i 2 ) ∈ N 2 and j = (j 1 , . . . , j 2 ) ∈ N 2 , we say that i and j are clump-equivalent and write i ∼ j if Π(i) = Π(j) and i λ = j λ for λ ∈ Clump(Π(i)). Proof. Statement (i) follows directly from the definition of the χ-class. We turn now to the proof of statement (ii) which is tedious but only slightly more difficult. Fix i = (i 1 , . . . , i 2 ) ∈ N 2 arbitrarily and let Π = Π(i). We have to show that F (i) = F (i ) for i ∈ N 2 such that i ∼ i . By statement (i) we may assume that Π ∈ Part χ (2 ), and since otherwise there is nothing to prove, we may assume Π ∈ Part χχ (2 ) . By symmetry we may assume that Π = Θ ∪ {{2s + 1, 2s + 2}, . . . , {2 − 1, 2 }} * AND BRENDAN FARRELL † for some integer 0 ≤ s < and set Θ which is empty for s = 0 and otherwise belongs to Part χχ (2s). Let t = − s. We have
Iterated application of the definition of the χχ-class shows that F is constant on the set above; the only reason for assuming N ≥ 6 is to provide enough "elbow room" for this iteration argument to succeed. We omit further details.
5.3.
The Fibonacci-Whittle inequality. The last observation about moments justifies our reference to Fibonacci. We emphasize that while Eφ = 0, we have Eφ
Proof. The first equality is clear, and it is also clear that the middle quantity is a nonnegative integer. Now if Π(i) ∈ Part χχ (2 ) and i 2λ−1 = i 2λ for some λ ∈ , then by definition of Part χχ (2 ) there exists λ ∈ distinct from λ such that i 2λ ∈ {i 2λ −1 , i 2λ }. The desired inequality now follows from (29). 
for a constant K p depending only on p.
We refer to this inequality as the Fibonacci-Whittle inequality.
Proof. Let X 1 , . . . , X N be independent real random variables such that X i 2p < ∞ and EX i = 0 for i = 1, . . . , N . The main result of the short paper [24] , which is derived from the Khinchin inequality by a short elegant argument, gives a bound
for a constant c p depending only on p. (We note also that estimates similar in form to (32) are in common use in RMT. See for example [2, Lemma 2.7] which is more sophisticated but in the same spirit.) Upon specializing this result to the case X i = φ i for i = 1, . . . , N , we obtain a bound of the desired form. We now take a long step toward completing the proof of Theorem 4.2.
Proposition 5.4. Fix , N ∈ N along with matrices A 1 , . . . , A ∈ Mat N . (It is not necessary at this stage to assume that the matrices are of trace zero.) Put
We have
where K is the constant from line (31).
We hasten to point out that this result is not new. It can in principle (albeit with a different constant) be deduced as a corollary to Yin's lemma [23, Lemma 3.4] . (And for that matter, the Fibonacci-Whittle inequality above could also be deduced as a corollary to Yin's lemma.) We omit the derivation of (33) by way of Yin's lemma because the following derivation seems easier to us (although to be sure, some readers may have different preferences).
Proof. Since Part χχ (2) = ∅, we may assume that ≥ 2. Let φ 1 , . . . , φ N be i.i.d. Fibonacci random variables. We have
at the first step by Lemma 5.3.2, at the second step clearly and at the last step by Lemma 5.3.3 and the Hölder inequality.
One last technical but quite elementary observation is required before the endgame.
Proof. Using successively the Möbius inversion formula (26), the sum-product formula (25) and the hypothesis i f λ (i) = 0, we obtain an algebraic identity
The desired estimate follows easily, via the crude bounds (27) and (28).
Completion of the proof of Theorem 4.2. Let us recall the setup. We fix
, N ∈ N and F : N 2 → C of χχ-class. We fix matrices A 1 , . . . , A ∈ Mat N of trace zero and put
Beyond these data we now also fix a set partition Π ∈ Part χ (2 ). By Proposition 5.4 it will be enough to show that
Since otherwise there is nothing to prove, we may assume that Π ∈ Part χ (2 ) \ Part χχ (2 ). Furthermore, without loss of generality, on account of the matching homogeneity in A 1 , . . . , A of the expressions on either side of (35), we may assume that N ≥ 6 . Finally, we may assume by symmetry that for some integers s ≥ 0 and t > 0 summing to and a set Θ which is empty for s = 0 and otherwise belongs to Part χχ (2s) we have Θ ∪ {{2s + 1, 2s + 2}, . . . , {2 − 1, 2 }} = Π.
We thus place ourselves once again in the setting of the proof of Lemma 5.2.4. Then the set of i ∈ N 2 such that Π(i) = Π equals the set of pairs (j, k (2) ) where
and k 1 , . . . , k t ∈ N \ {j} where {j} = {j 1 , . . . , j 2s }. Furthermore, by Lemma 5.2.4, there exists for each j ∈ N 2s such that Π(j) = Θ a unique constant G(j) such that F (j, k) = G(j) for all i = (j, k (2) ) such that Π(i) = Π. We now calculate. (2 ) |A(i)| .
At the third step we apply Proposition 5.5. The other steps are routine. The proof of (35) is complete, and with it the proof of Theorem 4.2.
6. Proof of Proposition 2.6 6.1. Brief recollection of notions of free probability. For the reader's convenience, we review key definitions. For background see, e.g., [1, Chap. 5] , [14] or [21] . Let I be a finite index set, and for each i ∈ I let J i be a further finite index set.
6.1.1. Noncommutative probability spaces. A noncommutative probability space is a pair (A, φ) consisting of a unital algebra A (invariably having C as scalar field) and a linear functional φ : A → C called a state satisfying φ(1 A ) = 1. The state φ is called tracial if φ(ab) = φ(ba) for all a, b ∈ A, in which case by abuse of language the space (A, φ) is also called tracial. 6.1.2. Unital subalgebras and bracket notation. Given a unital algebra A, a subspace 1 A ∈ A 0 ⊂ A closed under multiplication is called a unital subalgebra. Given a unital algebra A and a family of elements {a i } i∈I of A, let C {a i } i∈I denote the unital subalgebra of A generated by the family {a i } i∈I .
6.1.3. Noncommutative polynomial algebras. Let C {X i } i∈I denote the noncommutative polynomial algebra generated by a family {X i } i∈I of independent noncommutative variables X i . By definition the family of all monomials
is a Hamel basis for C {X i } i∈I . Multiplication in C {X i } i∈I on the basis acts by juxtaposition and the empty monomial is identified with 1 C {Xi} i∈I . Given a family {a i } i∈I of elements of a unital algebra A and f = f ({X i } i∈I ) ∈ C {X i } i∈I , the evaluation f ({a i } i∈I ) ∈ A is defined by substituting X i = a i for all i ∈ I. * AND BRENDAN FARRELL † 6.1.4. Freeness. Let (A, φ) be a noncommutative probability space. Let {A i } i∈I be a family of unital subalgebras of A. One says that the family {A i } i∈I is free (with respect to φ) if the following statement holds for each integer ≥ 2.
For all i 1 , . . . , i ∈ I such that i 1 = i 2 , . . . , i −1 = i and all a 1 , . . . , a ∈ A (37) such that a j ∈ A ij and φ(a j ) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , , one has φ(a 1 · · · a ) = 0.
A family {a i } i∈I of elements of A is called free if the family of subalgebras {C a i } i∈I of A is free in the sense just defined. More generally, a triangular array {{a ij } j∈Ji } i∈I } is said to be free (more precisely, to have rows free of each other) if the family of algebras {C {a ij } j∈Ji } i∈I is free in the sense just defined. 6.1.5. Joint laws. Let (A, φ) be a noncommutative probability space and let {a i } i∈I be a family of elements of A. The joint law µ {ai} i∈I of {a i } i∈I is the state on C {X i } i∈I induced by the push-forward rule µ {ai} i∈I (f ) = φ(f ({a i } i∈I )) for all f ∈ C {X i } i∈I . Recall that in the presence of freeness, the joint law of a family {a i } i∈I of noncommutative random variables is uniquely determined by the laws of the individual variables a i . More generally, if a triangular array {{a ij } j∈Ji } i∈I has rows freely independent of each other, then the joint law of the array is uniquely determined by the joint laws of the rows {a ij } j∈Ji for i ∈ I.
6.2. Generalities concerning asymptotic freeness.
Convergence in moments. Given a collection {µ} ∪ {µ
(N ) } ∞ N =1 of states on the unital algebra C {X i } i∈I , we write lim µ (N ) = µ if lim N →∞ µ (N ) (f ) = µ(f ) for all f ∈ C {X i } i∈I and we say that {µ (N ) } converges in moments to µ. (Some authors on free probability call such convergence weak but we refrain from doing so here since the analogue in classical probability really is convergence in moments.) Note that if lim N →∞ µ (N ) = µ and all the µ (N ) are tracial, then so is µ.
be a sequence of noncommutative probability spaces. For each N let there be given a family {a (N ) i } i∈I of elements of A (N ) . We say that the sequence {{a
is convergent in moments. We furthermore say
is asymptotically free if convergent in law and the family {X i } i∈I is free with respect to the limit law on C {X i } i∈I . The preceding definitions can be generalized to triangular arrays in evident fashion. 
be a tracial state with marginal states
Assume the following statement holds.
The limit τ i = lim
in moments exists for each i ∈ I. (38)
Assume furthermore that for each integer ≥ 2 the following statement holds.
and for all f 1 ∈ C {X i1,j } j∈Ji 1 , . . . , f ∈ C {X i ,j } j∈Ji , one has
Then the limit µ = lim N →∞ µ (N ) in moments exists and is tracial. Furthermore, with respect to µ, the rows of the triangular array {{X ij } j∈Ji } i∈I are free of each other and for each i ∈ I the joint law of each row {X ij } j∈Ji is τ i .
Proof. Consider the following statement for integers ≥ 2.
} is convergent and moreover converges to 0
In view of hypothesis (38), it is enough to prove that (40) holds for all ≥ 2. In the case = 2, we have
whence the result by hypotheses (38) and (39). For ≥ 3, statement (40) holds by induction on along with hypotheses (38) and (39).
6.3. Completion of the proof. To prove Proposition 2.6 it will be enough to show that the sequence {µ (N ) } ∞ N =1 satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 6.2.3. At any rate, it is clear that each state µ (N ) is tracial and that hypothesis (38) holds for the sequence {µ (N ) } by hypothesis (4) of Proposition 2.6. It remains only to check hypothesis (39). To that end, fix i 1 , . . . , i and f 1 , . . . , f as they appear in statement (39). For λ = 1, . . . , put
We have trA (N ) λ = 0 and sup
the former assertion being clear and the latter following from hypothesis (5) of Proposition 2.6. We have an algebraic identity
following immediately from the definitions. Finally, by hypothesis (6) of Proposition 2.6 along with Proposition 2.3, one has a bound
Thus (39) indeed holds. The proof of Proposition 2.6 is complete. * AND BRENDAN FARRELL †
Concentration
While the asymptotic liberating property of random unitary matrices U (N ) that are invariant under conjugation by a signed permutation matrix allows us to determine the limiting expected eigenvalue distribution functions of matrices of the form
for suitable sequences of matrices A N , B N ∈ Mat N , the concentration of the empirical eigenvalue distribution of such matrices is also of interest. Chatterjee obtained the first results of this kind when U (N ) are Haar distributed [3, 4] , and below we show that the analogous results hold for the random unitary matrices addressed here. In particular, Theorem 7.1 is analogous to Theorem 1.1 in [3] . There exists a constant c > 0, independent of A, B and N , such that for all x ∈ R, Var(F H+ (x)) ≤ 64 For any fixed x ∈ R, we define the function f which maps W r to F H + (x). By (46),
for any realizations of T, W and U (N ) ; in particular, (47) (E(f (W ) − f (T W )) 2 ) 1/2 ≤ 8 N for all signed permuation matrices W ∈ Mat N . In order to refer to the main theorem of [3] we require a bound on d T V (T 1 · · · T k , W r ). Here we apply Theorem 3.1.3 of [18] (which builds on Theorem 1 of [10] ) to obtain
for all k ≥ 1 for a constant a > 0. (By choosing a large enough we satisfy the condition on k stated in [18] .) Now the claim for H + follows by using (46),(47) and (48) in Theorem 1.2 of [3] . The proof for H × follows in exactly the same way since H × − H × , defined analogously to H + and H + , also has rank at most 8.
Concluding Remarks
If A N , B N ∈ Mat N are a sequence of self-adjoint matrices whose spectral distribution converges in any of several ways to a measure, then the empirical spectral distribution of the sum and conjugated matrix defined in Theorem 7.1 also converges in a corresponding way. It remains to provide a bound of some form on the distance between the spectral distribution of the resulting random matrix in dimension N and the limiting distribution. For other forms of random matrices one may use equations for the trace of the resolvent to prove such behavior. This can be seen in [11] for Wigner matrices, for example. The authors of [16, 20] prove the existence of implicit equations as the dimension of the matrices tends to infinity, yet for both the Haar case and the case presented here, these equations have, in general, not yet been developed for finite dimensions. The exception is [12] , where the very special case of coordinate projection matrices was addressed. Coordinate projections, however, are far simpler than the general case.
It is possible that using random signed permutation matrices and Hadamard matrices offers a new approach to study the convergence of the empirical spectrum * AND BRENDAN FARRELL † to its limiting behavior. In particular, one can embed an element of S N into S N +1 by inserting the index N + 1 at a random location. If F N denotes the empirical spectral distribution of the random matrix model described above in dimension N , then one can look at EF N − EF N +1 ∞ . If this quantity is sufficiently small, then a bound on the distance between the empirical distribution and the limiting distribution will follow from Theorem 7.1.
Further questions include the following. What other families of random unitary matrices are asymptotically liberating? Do there exist families of unitary matrices that are not asymptotically liberating, yet yield sums and products that behave as if they are free?
Finally, Corollaries 3.2 and 3.4 suggest the interesting problem of proving a "Hadamard analogue" of the strong convergence result of [9] . New tools may have to be developed to solve this problem since there is no obvious analogue of the slick method used in [9] .
